Even though contact electrification has been studied for a long time, the mechanism of charge transfer still remains elusive. Most of previous reports only focus on the driving force of charge transfer. However, to better understand the mechanism of charge transfer, we believe contact itself for supplying transferring path that charges taking also need to be understood. Here, we focus on the in-plane symmetry of contact in contact electrification by utilizing a uniaxial strain to change the material's isotropic nature to anisotropic. A clear anisotropic charge transfer is observed by contacting axially stretched rubber films at different rotational angles, which could arise from fluctuation of contacting area in microscale. A universal ellipse model is also proposed for qualitatively describing the anisotropy of contact regardless of the specific driving force of contact electrification.
Introduction
Triboelectrification or contact electrification (CE), as a result of charge transfer by contacting, is ubiquitous from as innocuous as a shock on touching a door-knob to as dramatic as a desert sandstorm. [1] [2] Despite even the most basic questions are still being debated for fundamental understanding of CE, such as whether the transferred charges species are electrons, [3] [4] ions, [5] or bits of material [6] and why charge transfer occurs between surfaces of identical material, [7] [8] it still plays a central role in many useful technologies, such as powder coating, xerography, and electrostatic separation. [9] [10] [11] Remarkably, recent research shows that CE based triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs), which could efficiently harvest low-frequency mechanical energy in ambient environment, have potential for being a new portable power source. [12] [13] [14] [15] Considering previous researches about mechanism of charge transfer in CE, most of them focus on driving force of charge transfer, such as work function difference, micro strain, and statistical variations in materials properties. [4, 7, [16] [17] However, the complicacy of CE may originate from a number of mechanisms that become relevant under different conditions rather than following a single universal mechanism. After thinking of the processes of CE carefully, we argue the issue of charge transfer essentially involves two aspects: driving force and contact, Figure 1a . The different properties of two different materials could be considered as the driving force (even if do not know what the exact factors are), which supplies intrinsic power for charge transfer. But, charge transfer could not happen unless the two materials contact each other, which means contact is necessary for suppling the path of charge motion. From this standpoint, contact is also very important. However, the effect of contact was often neglected or had driving force and contact as similar in previous researches for understanding mechanism of charge transfer. For example, in the research about CE between two identical materials at different curvatures ( Figure 1b ), [18] [19] the curvature simultaneously changes the properties of materials (driving force) and the contact's shape, from contact between two flat surfaces to curved surfaces. However, the influence of curved contact is omitted in this example. [20] In contrast, increasing the surface roughness concerns about contact more ( Figure 1c ). [21] [22] The contact's type has changed from two smooth surfaces to two rough ones which increases the contacting area. But the truth is underestimated that increasing roughness, e.g., by chemical corrosion, could have altered surface properties a lot. Therefore, the research about contact is one of the most intriguing questions for fundamental understanding of CE.
In this report, we show the importance of in-plane symmetry of contact. Because strain has been proved as a vital factor for charge transfer between in same material, even reversing the direction of charge transfer, [17] [18] two axially stretched strains are applied to two rubber films, which break the in-plane symmetry of the original film without strain. [23] The effect of in-plane symmetry of contact can be explored solely by rotating one of the films at different angles since the driving force predetermined by strains is constant at any angle. Then the uniaxial strain-induced anisotropy of charge transfer was observed. Two models, contacting area in microscale and ellipse mode, were proposed to explain the experimental phenomena. contacting shape in the research of bending identical materials. [18] (c) Focusing on contacting area rather than changed surface properties (driving force) in the research of roughening surfaces. [22] Figure 2a shows a brief schematic of experimental setup. Two same natural rubber films with different sizes are axially stretched at a nominally same rate. The strain is defined as
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where d (d') is the length of mark on the rubber films without (with) strain (details in Experimental Section). [17] The subscript "-" means the strain is uniaxial. Here after, all strain is uniaxial except special indication. In Figure 2b , one of the films can be rotated to a targeted angle, and then the amount of charge transfer (Q) can be measured by contacting and separating [24] the two films at every angle (θ), for example, in Figure 2c , θ = 0° (90°) when the strain directions are parallel (orthogonal). The films are in different sizes, so while the film is rotating, the contacting area between the films remains same in macroscale. Usually, the more distinct strain difference between identical materials could improve the amount of charge transfer; [18] however, the giant amount may mask the subtle anisotropy of charge transfer depending on angles. This is the reason the nominally same stretched strains were used. More discussion is in Supplementary Note 1 and Experimental Section. The results in Figures 2d, e, and S1a, b show a radial plot of the measured transferred charge at different angles, respectively. The anisotropy of charge transfer appearing in films with ε-= 130% and 150% is shown clearly, i.e., Q gradually reduces when changes from 0° to 90°, and then increase from 90° to 180°. Even though the results in these figures are not perfectly symmetric with respect to θ = 90°, they still indicate the charge transfer will be suppressed when the strain directions of two films are orthogonal. In other films with ε-= 175%, similar results were observed as shown in Figures S1c and 1d . In contrast, the results of original films without strain (ε-= 0) are random, which do not show any trend ( Figure S2a ). Moreover, two isotropic strains (εo = 70%, the superscript "o" means the strain is uniform along all directions is applied rather than a uniaxial strain ε-) were respectively applied to two round rubber films in different sizes, respectively, whose results indicate that the strain changes the behavior of charge transfer; nevertheless, no clear anisotropy can be observed ( Figure S2b Figure S3 ). Although the clear trends cannot be extracted from these anisotropic results, they are also definitely different from the random results of films ε-= 0 and εo = 70%. In order to reveal the secret of the anisotropic charge transfer, we are attempt to explain it from contact rather than driving force, because the strains are constant at every θ. The contacting area (S) in microscale between two stretched films may change by rotation although the macro-contacting area is constant at all angels, which is reasonable since many reports have proved that increasing surface roughness promotes charge transfer, [20, 22, 25] namely
The measured surface morphology of film at different ε-= 0, 75% and 175% are in Figure 3a -c, respectively. In Figure 3a , the peaks and valleys in micrometer scale are randomly distributed on the surface of film ε-= 0, which matches the random results in Figure S2a . In contrast, the interesting thing is that lots of stripes appear in stretched films along the direction of uniaxial strain (x-direction) in Figure 3b 
I0 is the pristine intensity of the linearly polarized light before passing the polarizer.
Because I0 is constant,
In this example, the linearly polarized light and polarizer show the same two-fold rotational symmetry as the stripes. Moreover, the Equation (3) According to Equations (5) and (2),
The curve of |cos | is plotted in Figure 3h . Indeed, the Q shows the same trend as our experimental data indicated in Figure 2d , e.
Some abnormal area is also measured in Figure 3a -c, which could be defects, impurities, even the exfoliated rubber fragments. We argue that the abnormal area may cause the deviation away from the perfect symmetry comparing Figures 2 and S1 with Figure 3h . Furthermore, more abnormal area may ultimately eliminate the clear trend of anisotropy as the results shown in Figure S3 . Here we come up with an ellipse mode (Figure 4a ) based on symmetries. An ellipse is proposed rather than a sphere, because the film's thickness is much smaller than length as well as width. Usually, the film without strain, especially polymer materials, shows isotropy properties, which can be represented by a circle, whose radius (r) is
The circle is symmetric at any rotational operation. Then a uniaxial strain is applied for the film, which results in new two-fold rotational symmetry. Thus, an ellipse could be used to describe the changed properties, whose long axis (a) and short axis (b) are respectively ∝ 1 (8)
From Equations (7) and (8), the length of a is equal to r. Based on Equation (9) For charge transfer between two stretched films while rotating, an intuitionistic and qualitatively correspondence is the overlapped area of two ellipses at different angles θ (the area surrounded by pink line in the bottom panel of Figure 4a ). The evolution of overlapped area of two ellipses is a complicated mathematic question which is beyond the scope of this work, [26] and is actually difficult to get an analytical solution. The numerical solutions in different situations show in Figures 4b and S4 . All results suggest that the overlapped area is minimum when two ellipses are vertical (θ = 90°), and maximum overlapped area appears at θ = 0° (obviously, the big ellipse surrounds whole of the small ellipse, bottom panel of Figure 4a ).
It also gets a glance based on this model that it could be easier to observe the anisotropy of charge transfer for two films subjected to nominally same strain as indicated at beginning and Supplementary Note 1. In Figure 4b , the minimum overlap at θ = 90° is 54.4% when ε-= 135% versus ε-= 120% stretched films are used, in contrast, 72.5% for ε-= 60% versus ε-= 100% strain, 72.9% for ε-= 60% versus ε-= 167% in Figure S4 . This results also hint that the anisotropy of charge transfer could be harder to be observed for two different kinds of material in CE, since giant charge transfer may hide the subtle anisotropy. Also, the results of this model still support the results in Figures 2 and S1.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the clear anisotropy of charge transfer is observed by contacting axially stretched rubber films at different rotational angles, which suggests that in-plane symmetry of contact is one of the most important factors of CE. Two proposed models, contacting area in microscale and ellipse mode, qualitatively describe and prove anisotropy of charge transfer, which is accordant with the experimental phenomena.
Our results make us understand CE better.
Experimental Section
Fabrication of Devices: The natural rubber films purchased from McMaster-Carr, and the detailed product information is indicated in Table S1 . The rubber films can be tailored according to the expected sizes. The original widths of the two films for CE are 57 mm and 15 mm, respectively. For an individual film, its two short edges are installed on each holder, respectively. The stretched degree can be adjusted by changing the distance between holders. The copper electrodes pasted on acrylic boards are beneath of the rubber films. The size of electrode is 45 mm × 45 mm for large film and 13 mm × 20 mm for small one. Because of strains, the films contact with electrodes tightly.
The schematic is in Figure S5 . In charger transfer measurements, the centers of the two electrodes are aligned in height direction. Diagonal line of the small electrode is 23.8 mm far less than edge length 45 mm of the large electrode, which means the contacting area in macroscale for CE is equal to area of the small electrode at any angle (the macro contacting area is constant). The fabrication of round devices for uniform stretching in all directions is similar to the above processes. The diameter of the round electrodes is 32 mm and 54 mm, respectively. In order to parameterize stretched degree, a line mark along stretched direction (a circle mark on round film) is drawn in advance on film, so the parameter ε-(εo) can be calculated by Equation (1). [17] Characterization: All the experiments were measured in a glove box with an ultra-pure Length Tolerance -0.5" to +1"
